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A profusely illustrated, step-by-step guide to all aspects of dog training shows owners how to

establish a routine and implement commands, explores the relative trainability of various breeds,

and gives instruction on coaxing pets out of bad habits.
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This book successfully guided my husband and I, first time dog owners, through all stages of adding

a dog to our family. It offers advice on how to solve every problem we faced, and solved them

conclusively. We found it indispensable. Although we had up to 7 dog training books that we had

bought or taken out from the library, this was the one we always found the most helpful.

This book is the best book on dog training I've seen sofar. The directions are clear, with very good

pictures. The method is very dog and owner friendly. The introduction is very good, the explanations

and the tips are very helpful. This is a great book, and I have recommended it to a couple of friends.

I got the normal-size hard cover version of this book from the library and liked it so much that I

decided to order my own copy. The paperback version is very small -- small enough to fit in the back

pocket of a pair of jeans. That doesn't bother me, but what does is that they simply shrunk down all

the pages of the original to that size, without adjusting for the size of the type face. Consequently,

as other reviewers have noted, the text is so miniscule that it is borderline unreadable without a

magnifying glass. I give the book five stars for content, but zero stars for presentation, so call it two



or three stars.

This is a great dog training manual. I checked it out first from the library and liked it so much that I

decided to buy one for myself. It gives very simple instructions for training your dog to follow basic

commands, then proceeds to more advanced ones. It is illustrated with lots of pictures. Plus it is a

very charming book. If you are an advanced dog trainer you probably won't find much in this book,

but it is very good for a beginner.

I ordered this book on the advice of a friend,and I amvery pleased with it.The information is clear

and easyto follow,and the results have been amazing! I highlyrecommend the book to anyone who

wants to have a well-trained dog.

This book bills itself as "The easy-to-follow kind approach to training dogs of all ages."There are

more than 350 color photographs to illustrate how to get your dog to heel, crate training your pet, lie

down, sit, retrieving objects, playing with others, and down and stay, to name a few. Each step of

the training process is illustrated. Solutions to a wide range of canine problems, from puppy

mouthing nervousness, and food guarding to changing an older dog's unwanted habits are

illustrated as well.This book also includes a section on how to choose a professional trainer.

Book is brief and to the point with pictures for each step of training. The best part of the book is: I

didn't have to read the whole background of dogs before I could actually find out what I was

supposed to do to train my dog.

This book is far easier to understand than many other training books I have seen. It really simplifies

the whole training process with it's easy to understand descriptions and wonderful illustrations.
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